We've made colour more common.
Make colour fit your company and your costs.

To ensure that the use of colour documents and presentations isn’t only for large companies, Konica Minolta created the compact, easy-to-use and surprisingly affordable bizhub C200. As everyone knows, colour makes your presentations and proposals more convincing. And, this compact machine boasts excellent colour image quality. It also reaches copy and print speeds of 20 pages per minute in both black & white and colour, to make sure your documents are ready when you need them. Whether you’re copying, printing, scanning or faxing, the C200 promises to be just the right fit for you, your office and your company’s success.
Make your office more efficient.

The multifunctional bizhub C200 helps small offices like yours become more efficient and more friendly places to work. This all-in-one machine lets you streamline your office by allowing you to relocate print, copy, scan and fax functions to one convenient site. By utilising the C200’s scanner you can also free up valuable floor space by converting hard documents into digital files. Financially, the C200 allows you to lower your total cost of ownership (TCO) by getting rid of your black & white copier, colour printer, scanner and fax and replacing them with one efficient machine capable of taking on the work of all those devices. The C200’s Internet and IP Address Fax features will also help you reduce communication costs. And, the bizhub’s exceptional energy efficiency will cut utility costs. Finally, the C200’s ultra-quiet operation also helps create a less noisy, and more friendly work environment.
Make the most of your valuable time.

Whether you’re working in black & white or in colour, printing, copying, scanning or faxing, the bizhub C200 helps you get your work done efficiently and creatively every time. The C200 offers high-speed output, vivid colour and a host of other features and functions built to help you and your office improve its workflow productivity.

High Image Quality

Due to a collection of technologies like our polymerised Simitri HD Toner, the C200 promises exceptional image quality. Simitri HD Toner is resistant to wear and tear thanks to its high fade resistance, matching that of professional printing ink. This makes documents suitable for long-term storage. Thanks to the toner’s oil-less fixing, it is also easy to write on printed documents with a water-based pen or securely stick adhesive notes to them.

High-Performance Emperon Print System

Standard on the C200, the Emperon Print System provides multi-OS support that can be utilised in a mixed network (Macintosh and Windows-based PCs) environment. The C200’s Emperon also features standard PCL and PostScript drivers.

Tandem Engine

The C200 is equipped with the same type of tandem engine usually found in higher-end MFP models. This engine enables the C200 to achieve both high image quality and output speeds of 20 pages per minute in either black & white or colour.

Thick Paper Compatibility and Large Paper Capacity

The C200 accommodates thick paper up to 256g/m² in all of its trays. In terms of capacity, it holds up to 3,350 sheets of paper, including 100 sheets in its multiple bypass tray. And, it accommodates a wide range of paper sizes including paper from A3 wide to A6, as well as envelopes and labels.
**Multi-Method Send**

Get more done in less time with Multi-Method Send. The C200’s Multi-Method Send allows you to send data by fax and e-mail to multiple destinations with a single operation while simultaneously sending the data to SMB or FTP.

**Fax**

The C200 boasts an optional fax with features that utilise network infrastructure—Internet and intranets—to move information faster and to provide cost reductions. Besides our G3 fax, this machine offers Internet Fax, IP Address Fax and PC Fax (for Windows only) functions.

**IP Address Fax**

The C200’s IP Address Fax allows you to cost-effectively send a black & white fax to any bizhub on the network that supports IP Address Fax simply by selecting an IP address. Because this method uses existing network systems, no additional costs are associated with it.

**IP Address/G3 Fax Automatic Switching**

Should a transmission error occur while sending an IP Address Fax or Internet Fax, the C200 automatically switches the destination to a pre-registered G3 fax number, ensuring the certainty of your transmission.

**Security and Management**

The bizhub C200’s security and management features were developed to help you maintain your company’s bottom line. bizhub’s department management function offers the security of departmental authentication, and allows the administrator to restrict functions such as colour output, which keeps overall bizhub utilisation costs under control.

**Universal Design**

Designed to accommodate anyone regardless of age, gender, body size or disability, the C200 features a vertically tilting control panel with improved tilt mechanism, easy-grip paper trays and front access to toner and paper. The “start” button also has an easy-to-see blue LED light.
**bizhub C200 Functions**

- **Copy Functions**
  - Multiple
duplex copy (Optional)
  - Light/medium copy
  - Colour copy (PCL only)
  - Sort
  - Shift offset (Optional)
  - Auto tray switch

- **Fax Functions**
  - Remote operation
  - Remote start
  - Remote store
  - Remote seizure
  - Remote recall
  - Remote report
  - Remote address
  - Remote registration
  - Remote control
  - Remote transfer

- **Print Functions**
  - PDL
  - PCL5e/c Emulation
  - PCL XL ver.3.0 Emulation
  - PostScript 3 Emulation

- **Scanning Functions**
  - PCL 80 European fonts
  - PS
  - 137 European Type1 fonts
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- **Print Function**
  - PDL
  - PCL5e/c Emulation

- **Scanning Function**
  - PCL 80 European fonts

- **System Options**
  - Fax Kit FK-507
  - Job Separator JS-505
  - Expended Memory Unit EM-310
  - Mount Kit ME-123
  - Key Counter Mount Kit ME-712

- **Required Options**
  - Fax Multi Line ML-504
  - Expanded Memory Unit EM-310
  - Automatic Duplex Unit AD-505

**Specifications**

- **Document**
  - PCL5e/c Emulation
  - PCL XL ver.3.0 Emulation

- **Copy Resolution**
  - Scan Main: 600dpi
  - Sub: 600dpi

- **Copy Magnification**
  - Fixed
  - Same Magnification 1:1±0.5% or less

- **Copy Speed**
  - Colour 20 pages/min (A4 Crosswise)
  - B&W 37 sec. or less

- **Warm-Up Time**
  - Colour 40 sec. or less

- **Paper Capacity**
  - Standard 250 sheets (1st Tray)
  - Multi Bypass Tray 60-256g/m2

- **Paper Weight**
  - Trays 1-4 60-256g/m2

- **Power Requirements**
  - AC220-240V 6A (50/60Hz)

- **Max. Power Consumption**
  - 1.25kW or less

- **Scanning Resolution**
  - Pull (only TWAIN scan) 100/200/300/400/600dpi

- **Recording Paper Size**
  - Flatbed Scan: Max. A3

- **Encoding System**
  - MH, MR, MMR, JPEG

- **Scanning Speed**
  - (A4 Crosswise) Colour / B&W 20/40 pages/min (300dpi)

- **Fax Functions (Optional)**
  - Remote control
  - Remote transfer

- **IP Address Fax Function**
  - Optional IP Address Fax is required

**Ecology & Environment**

- KONICA MINOLTA is committed to sustainability and resource conservation.

From consulting, system design, to operations, KONICA Minolta offers total support to optimise your office output environment.
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